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Finally Uncover Just How You Can Save Time and Money With This WebSite Audio Tool! "Simplify Every

Aspect of Your Online Business Efforts With Just a Few Quick Clicks of the Mouse Button! Efficiency

Awaits." Complete, Cheap, and Coherent; This is the one audio tool that rises above the rest, I assure

you. "An amazing product" My honest opinion is that the guys who are selling the WebSite Audio Tool

must be crazy. Why anyone would want to share such a completely mind-bogglingly effective product is

beyond me, but their loss is my gain! Since I bought it I have been truly impressed by what it can do and,

that said, there is still more than I know I can get out of it. -Jamie Sullivan If youre looking for something

powerful that isnt overly complex, whether youre a beginner or an expert, then WebSite Audio Tool is just

the thing. Not only are its results assured, but the manner in which it executes makes it a clear

frontrunner in terms of being simple yet effective. Yes, it's a fact that adding audio on website(s) can be

the single most influential factor in increasing your sales. Typically, people say that they have seen

around a 300 increase in sales just by adding web audio and I have even seen an example where sales

increased by a whopping 426. Wow!, Until now, adding audio on website was the icing on the cake for the

technically minded. But now, ANYONE can add audio on website in a matter of minutes using WebSite

Audio Tool. WebSite Audio Tool does everything for you. It automatically creates the files you need and

generates the code for you to cut & paste to wherever you want in your webpage. Add the code and

upload the files and 'hey presto' you've got website audio. It couldn't be easier. Introducing the Powerful

and Effective WebSite Audio Tool! Okay, I've told you a bit about the WebSite Audio Tool, now lets see

why adding audio to your website makes such amazing sense. Well, it's a proven fact that adding audio

on website(s) improves sales conversion. Lets face it, that's what most of us want, right? We want visitors

to become customers. AND we want them to love us and trust us so that they will buy from us again.

Well, that is exactly what adding audio to a website achieves. Trust is so important, just think about how

you feel when you go shopping in a real store. When you are served by someone who is really helpful,

knowledgeable and sincere, you will instinctively like them and trust them; it's human nature. Next time

you want to buy something that you can get in that same store, where will you go? You'll go back to the
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same store, and, probably try to seek out that same sales assistant. It's just the same with online

shopping. When we spend our hard earned cash, we are really quite emotional about where we spend it.

We spend our money with people we know, like and trust, and, when we buy stuff on the internet it's

exactly the same. That's why building good relationships with visitors to your website is so important to

increasing your sales success. Adding audio on website(s) does exactly that. Of course for your visitors,

hearing what you've got to say is a pretty powerful, but also hearing what your satisfied customers have

to say can be phenomenal. This is why audio testimonials are doing more for credibility and sales than

you can possibly imagine. How easy is it to get audio testimonials online? It couldn't be simpler. Ask your

satisfied customers to record a brief testimonial and send it to you ... they can probably even record it on

their mobile phone. Simply put their recorded message through the Web Audio Tool and you've got

yourself a real live testimonial for any visitor to hear. Still need more convincing? Well these days most of

our general communication is verbal rather than written; it's what we're used to. I mean how often do you

send letters to your friends? FACT most people don't read every word on a website FACT most people

listen intently to audio messages, that captures their attention within the first 10 seconds FACT even

when people are not listening intently to spoken words they still hear and absorb the meaning in their

subconscious FACT - many people struggle to read written words and therefore respond better to

graphical and audio marketing messages FACT sales messages that can target two or more of the

senses are far more effective than those that just reach one. So a message that is seen and heard is way

more effective that one that is only seen. OK, I'm convinced about the benefits, I'm sure you're saying, but

exactly HOW do I add audio to my website? Isn't it complicated? The answer is, 'it's not complicated at

all'. It's unbelievable simple and fast. Here's why... "Don't let the simplicity fool you!" Quick and efficient is

the very definition of the WebSite Audio Tool. If youd asked me a week ago whether or not I thought it

was possible to get as far ahead as I am now, I wouldve said now. Now, I am looking at continuing to

move on in leaps and bounds, all thanks to this WebSite Audio Tool. -Erica Lewis "Angry that I never had

this before!" My first reaction to the WebSite Audio Tool was: Anger. How dare something, anything,

come along and show me how I have been wasting so many hours of the day by using what amounts to

clearly inferior alternatives. One week on and I have gotten over the initial outrage that I had wasted so

much time, and now I am just thrilled that I can save so much more time than I ever imagined possible.

Excellent product, even a guru would be hard pressed to match it. -Aaron Clarke If you find that somehow



the WebSite Audio Tool doesnt deliver what you thought it would then simply return it and get all your

money back immediately! 30 Day Money Back Guarantee With WebSite Audio Tool, You Simply:- Step 1:

Open WebSite Audio Tool Step 2: Select the audio clip you want to play in your webpage Step 3: Choose

the colour scheme for your buttons, to match your page Step 4: and SAVE! It takes less than a couple of

minutes in fact, just a few seconds. The WebSite Audio Tool creates just four lines of code for you to copy

and paste into your webpage. Simple. When you've done that simply upload your revised webpage along

with a folder that's been created for you, and that's it ... job done. All in under 5 minutes. With The

WebSite Audio Tool You Can: Add audio on website(s) in under 5 minutes Increase your sales

conversion rate by around 300 Bring your website to life Make your website more professional Boost

sales, sign-ups and revenues, exponentially Here Are Some Typical Uses: --Explain the benefits of your

products and services --Testimonials from satisfied customers - incredibly powerful --Inform visitors about

your guarantees and customer services building that all important rapport and trust --Audio tutorials and

training --Music great for musicians to add sound-bites to websites --Add soundtracks --Talking e-zines &

ebooks With The Web Audio Tool You Can: **Add audio to your website in under 5 minutes **Build an

instant rapport with customers **Increase visitor confidence **Increase your sales conversion rate by

around 300 **Choose colour schemes that match with your website and branding **Increase your number

of subscribers **Bring your website to life **Make your website more professional **Boost sales, sign-ups

and revenues, exponentially **Web Audio Tool is absolutely the simplest way imaginable to add audio to

any website. Fast track your way to more sales and download the Audio Generator right now. Save as

much as you can while you still have the chance! Our bargain offer is only valid for another week, so Buy

It Now! P.S. My special discount offer is running out soon, so dont delay too long while you decide! Get

the today at this one-time amazing price.
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